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DRESS CODE
A dress code has been designed for the elementary and middle school students of Waolani Judd
Nazarene School. All students are required to wear their school uniforms, purchased
from Warrior Printing. Athletic shoes must also be worn Monday – Thursdays. We
recommend that you label all clothing. If students come to class without appropriate attire, a
parent/guardian will be called to bring the appropriate attire to school.
K1 through 3rd Grade Students: An ash color t-shirt (with the school logo) with navy blue
dress shorts (not cargo) or long pants for boys, and navy blue dress shorts (not cargo) or pleated
uniform skirts for girls on any day. (Shirts do not have to be tucked in and belts are not
required.)
4th through 5th Grade Students: Navy blue polo shirts with khaki or navy blue dress shorts
(not cargo) or long pants for boys, and khaki or navy blue dress shorts (not cargo) or pleated
uniform skirts for girls on any day. (Shirts do not have to be tucked in and belts are not
required.)
6th through 8th Grade Students: Light blue polo shirts with khaki or navy blue dress shorts
(not cargo) or long pants for boys, and khaki or navy blue dress shorts (not cargo) or pleated
uniform skirts for girls on any day. (Shirts do not have to be tucked in and belts are not
required.)
PE Uniform for Grades 4 – 8: For PE days, students are to come dressed in their regular
uniform and then may change after lunch into their PE clothing. Athletic shoes must be worn
for PE.
Footwear: All students are required to wear athletic shoes Monday - Thursday. Sandals with
back straps, crocs with back straps, and boots are only allowed on Fridays. (Slippers are never
allowed at school with the exception of swimming or water play days.)
Friday Free Dress: Free dress is allowed each Friday for all K-8 students but should still
comply with modesty guidelines. Clothing with immoral slogans or inappropriate pictures,
signs, products, or groups are never allowed to be worn to school or during school activities.
Students who continue to dress improperly on Fridays will lose their free dress privilege.
Hats and Sunglasses: Hats, caps, and sunglasses may be worn outdoors only.
Jewelry: Students may wear simple and conservative jewelry.
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Girls:
1. Appearance will be neat and modest, not drawing undue attention to the individual.
Clothes should fit comfortably and should not be too tight or too short.
2. Dresses, capris, long pants, and walking shorts may be worn on Fridays.
3. All hemlines (dresses, skirts, and shorts) should fall no shorter than fingertip length
when hands are put to the side.
4. No undergarments or midriff should be shown at any time.
5. Strapless, backless, or spaghetti strap attire is not allowed.
Boys:
1. Appearance will be neat, clean and modest, not drawing attention to the individual.
2. T-shirts, (no tank tops), polo shirts, dress shirts, and long pants or walking shorts may
be worn on Fridays.
3. Shorts will be no shorter than the end of the fingertips when hands are put to the side.
4. Shorts are to be worn at the waist with no undergarments or skin showing.
DRESS STANDARD VIOLATIONS:
Students are expected to monitor their own
appearance. Parents/guardians are encouraged to assist younger students by checking their
children before school each day. If any child comes to school out of uniform or inappropriately
dressed, he/she will be sent to the office for a temporary uniform. If alternative clothing cannot
be found, a parent will be called to bring a replacement.
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